
TESTIMONIALS 

 

“My husband and I have worked with Nancy extensively over the past 6 months. 

Nancy is experienced in a variety of healing methods and has helped heal some 

longstanding and serious health problems.  

 

The results of sessions with her have been amazing. We are very blessed to know 

Nancy and to have benefited from her extensive knowledge and wisdom.”  Margie 

Schuyler 

 

 

“I have been going to Nancy for almost ten years now.  She has cleared me of issues I 

thought I was forever stuck with, but personality is very fluid and can be changed 

easily if the change is desired. 

 

Issues will crop up for me that make me feel very constricted.  Nancy is able to see the 

source of the issue at its very root within my physical body or energy field and draw it 

out or transform the issue's energy. 

  

Those issues once cleared do not return.  New ones will crop up but I keep clearing 

them and I get healthier and feel better each time I let go of these old and unnecessary 

pains.  

 

I feel very fortunate to have met such a competent and authentic healer; one who is 

truly capable of helping people on a deep level  because of her ability to perceive things 

that are not in the physical realm but are nonetheless all too real.”   Debra Hale 

  

  

“Nancy is an angel disguised as a healing facilitator. I started out receiving sessions 

from Nancy in 1998. Nancy with all her gifts, wisdom, intuition, and unconditional love 

gently prompted me to find my true purpose in life, which is to be of service to myself 

and others in the world. Two years ago, I committed to her Lotus Energy Institute. 

Nancy is an amazing teacher, making it safe, fun and easy to learn more about energy, 

healing, and transformational work. I have been able to easily integrate what I have 

learned from Nancy into my own life and into my work.  I am so grateful to Nancy.”  

Lauren O’Connell 

  

 

“Nancy’s work is remarkable for its depth, breath, and compassionate efficacy. It has 

been an indispensable support in my own journey.”   Sonya Ingwersen, Ph.D. 



  

“Nancy is the most intuitive and innovative healer I’ve ever worked with. She has so 

many tools and always knows what to do... I’d recommend her to anyone interested in 

accelerated healing.”   Jade Beaty 

  

 

“Nancy’s touch reaches the deepest parts of my soul and calls forth profound healing 

energy. Her work is where spirit and matter marry to allow the possibility for miracles 

to occur.”     Linda Fontaine 

 


